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Part IIntroduction1 Constraint Logic ProgrammingConstraint Logic Programming (CLP) is a new class of programming lan-guages combining the declarativity of logic programming with the e�ciencyof constraint solving [FRU93].One notable advantage to CLP beyond the fact that some domains aremore amenable to a constraint based description is the concept of \constrainand generate". As the CHIP [DVS88] project was the �rst to demonstrate,the performance problems of \generate and test" can be overcome by revers-ing the process and only generating what the constraints will allow.1.1 DomainsTo accommodate constraints in logic programming the uni�cation algorithmis replaced with a decision procedure that can detect when a constraint orset of constraints is satis�able. The size and type of the domain will greatlya�ect the behavior of the decision procedure. For example, if the domain isover the range 0. . . 1 (the boolean domain), the decision procedure is able tomake assumptions that a decision procedure over the real domain would notbe able to make.Many CLP languages will only work with linear constraints. A linearconstraint takes the form:A1X1 +A2X2 + : : :+AnXn ./ B1Y1 +B2Y2 + : : :+BmYm. The Ai's andBi's are constants, the Xi's and Yi's are variables and ./2 f�; <;�; >;=; 6=g.Some CLP languages have the ability to deal with non-linear constraintsduring execution, however, they must be reduced to linear constraints beforethey can be solved.1.2 Search in CLPSearching in a CLP framework requires the consideration of two points:



� On which aspect do we want to make an assumption? In other words,which constraint do we wish to \narrow" next?� What assumption should we make? In other words, what values shouldwe consider for the constraint?One common strategy is known as the �rst fail principle. When usingthis approach we select the variable with the smallest domain to explore withthe hope that it will �nd a solution or fail sooner.Another strategy is known as the binary chop. When there are no rela-tively small domains to explore, we could take a variable and assume that asolution lies in one half of its current domain. If no acceptable solution couldbe found in that half, we examine the other half.1.3 Relaxation of ConstraintsA major obstacle in the creation of a constraint based scheduler in a CLPlanguage like clp(FD) is the ability to relax constraints when it becomesnecessary. According to Fox in [FOX87]:Any theory of constraint-directed reasoning must include a spec-i�cation of how to relax constraints.This fact holds especially true in scheduling since some constraints may notbe attainable. For example, given various resource limitations it may be truethat in order to satisfy the due date of one widget, we have to forsake thedue date of another.2 SchedulingScheduling is similar to the planning problem of AI. According to Fox in[FOX90c]:Planning selects and sequences activities such that they achieveone or more goals and satisfy a set of domain constraints.In the same paper, Fox explains: 2



Scheduling selects among alternative plans, and assigns resourcesand times for each activity so that they obey the temporal restric-tions of activities and the capacity limitations of a set of sharedresources.A key di�erence between planning and scheduling is that planning aimsto �nd a feasible solution to a problem; whereas scheduling is an optimizationproblem.2.1 The classic \Machine Shop" problemThroughout this project we will be referring to the classic \machine shop"example that is described in many scheduling papers. It has become a pop-ular example much like the blocks world has become a standard example forplanning papers.The \machine shop" example is also commonly referred to as the \factorymodel" and the \job-shop" model.A typical machine shop example will have a variety of machines M1through Mn, and a variety of items I1 through Im that must be manufacturedusing those machines. On an abstract level, we have resources R1 : : :Rn andjobs J1 : : : Jm each of which requires a series of activities Aj1 : : :Ajk (andactivities use resources).The task of a machine shop scheduler is to schedule the production of theitems given various constraints:� No machine Mi can be working on both Ia and Ib where a 6= b duringthe same discrete time interval.� No Ij can be worked on by Ma and Mb where a 6= b during the samediscrete time interval.� In some examples, it is possible for machine Mi to be replaced byMk(i 6= k) where Mk is of the same machine class as Mi. For example,drill2 may be used in lieu of drill1, and so on.The machine shop problem is a good example to use for many reasons.� While appearing to be almost trivial, the machine shop example canexemplify many typical scheduling problems including resource bottle-necks, temporal restrictions and competition for resources.3



� The machine shop example can exemplify many common schedulinggoals such as lateness minimization, ow time minimization and costminimization.� There is a large demand for machine shop schedulers. There is realdata to use in testing, and economic support for research that di-rectly aids the machine shop scheduling problem. For example, in[FOX90], Fox acknowledges the US Air Force, Westinghouse Electron-ics, IBM, Schlumberger Co., Boeing and McDonnell Douglas Corpora-tion. Clearly all of these organizations have great interest in machineshop scheduling.2.2 Complexity of schedulingScheduling has already been de�ned as a form of planning. In fact, it is amore complicated form of planning since there are more aspects to consider.In [FOX90] Fox states that a machine shop producing 85 objects with eightoperations each has over 10880 possible schedules. In fact, Fox in [FOX87]shows that the general complexity of scheduling is (r � o!)n where r is theaverage number of machine replacement possibilities, o is the number oforders to be processed and n is the average number of operations per order.2.3 Evolution of SchedulingIn this section we will detail the major advances made in scheduling duringthe last twenty years. Figure 1 is a graphical representation of this evolutioncompiled from the various papers we have studied.2.3.1 Scheduling as a search problemMany early and simple schedulers treat scheduling as a search problem. How-ever, heuristics must be applied during the search since scheduling is verycomplex (see Section 2.2). These heuristics are often too general to producehigh quality schedules. To compensate for the quality, these kinds of sched-ulers intentionally overestimate activity times to allow for error. This resultsin under utilized machines and unnecessary extra inventory.4
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Figure 1: History of Scheduling AdvancesSearch based schedulers are good \engines" to use within more advancedalgorithms. For example, as Figure 1 shows, MRP and ISIS were expandedupon to create MRP-II, ISIS-2 and ISIS-3.2.3.2 Bottleneck sensitive schedulersDuring the OPT project, Goldratt realized that in many machine shops, cer-tain machines would act as a bottleneck in production [GOL80]. A bottleneckmachine is one whose use is particularly high and whose limited capacity re-stricts the ability to produce a good schedule. By optimizing the schedulefor these machines, better schedules will be produced. OPT was one of the�rst schedulers to take advantage of this.5



2.3.3 Dynamic bottleneck sensitive schedulersIn 1986, Smith, Ow and Fox took the notion of bottleneck machines one stepfurther [FOX90]. They realized that bottlenecks can occur dynamically ina system, and that by optimizing one bottleneck, another may be created.Their OPIS system was the �rst scheduler able to realize the existence ofbottlenecks while in the process of creating the schedule, and deal with themdynamically.2.3.4 Micro-opportunistic schedulersThe type of scheduler mentioned in Section 2.3.3 was later termed a macro-opportunistic scheduler [SAD91]. The di�erence between the newer micro-opportunistic schedulers and macro-opportunistic is the ability of micro-opportunistic schedulers to optimize various bottleneck machines as a group,examining the e�ects optimizing one bottleneck has on others; whereas,macro-opportunistic schedulers naively optimize bottleneck machines one ata time. CORTES [FOX90a] and Micro-Boss [SAD91] are two good examplesof micro-opportunistic schedulers.2.3.5 Present day schedulersSince the late 80's, scheduling has taken many directions. One popular trendis uncertainty in scheduling [CHI90]. This kind of research attempts to pro-duce schedules that are sensitive to probabilistic machine failures, employeeerrors and so on. These kinds of schedulers rely on concepts such as fuzzylogic to accomplish their tasks.Another popular trend in scheduling is the concept of iterative repair[ZWE91]. Iterative repair schedulers allow users to report on progress dy-namically so that the scheduler can make any necessary changes. For exam-ple, imagine a machine shop scheduler that has produced a daily schedule.A user could enter a progress report at regular time intervals (certain workis ahead of schedule, certain work is behind schedule, certain machines areunder repair, etc.). The scheduler should be able to re-adjust the scheduleaccording to the input.Since scheduling ultimately deals with combinatorially explosive search,the application of heuristics is critical. [FOX90b] and [JOH92] are two goodpapers dealing with scheduling heuristics. Other search related research is6



applicable to scheduling as well including distributed and parallel computing,hill climbing strategies and space management.3 ISIS-2: A Case Study SchedulerIRIS-2 is a constraint based scheduler designed by Fox in the 1980's. It isdescribed in [FOX87] which is a summary of his Phd thesis.IRIS-2 is signi�cant to us because Fox uncovers and describes most of theissues involved in constraint based scheduling. This includes the concept ofconstraint relaxation, temporal concerns, search issues and strategies, successcriteria, and so on.A major drawback for us is that IRIS-2 was implemented in a languagecalled the \Schema Representational Language" (SRL). This language isbased heavily on Minsky's formal de�nition of frames, and hence does notmap well to our implementation language clp(FD).4 Evans' Finite Domain Scheduler: A CaseStudy SchedulerEvans describes in [EVA92] a �nite domain scheduler designed in DECISION-POWER Prolog. Unlike SRL, DECISIONPOWER Prolog should be easilymapped to clp(FD).Evans explains that scheduling should be done in conjunction with realtime input from the user. In other words, the user should be able to informthe scheduler of machine outages, changes of priority, and so on, and havethe scheduler re-schedule the a�ected regions. He does not, however, useany intelligent repair method. Instead all activities from the earliest a�ectedtemporal interval are re-scheduled. For example, if the user made a changeto the schedule and the earliest temporal interval a�ect by that change wasT = 10, then all the activities which occur during or after the time T = 10will be re-scheduled.According to Evans, constraints can be categorized as being conjunctiveor disjunctive. Conjunctive constraints are constraints that must always betrue. For example, the execution of Ti must come before the execution ofTi+1. Disjunctive constraints are \multiple-choice" constraints. For example,7



the execution of Ti must be performed on either Mx, My or Mz . Disjunctiveconstraints generally will cause backtrack points during execution whereasconjunctive constraints are hard and fast rules.Evans uses lists as his main data structure. Task durations, machine classhierarchies, job pro�les, and so on are all represented in list form. He explainsthat maintaining a list of machine reservation intervals was responsible fora signi�cant (3x) slow down as compared to when he used �nite domainconstraints.Evans lists some ways that he achieved better optimization:� Rank the jobs by order of importance and schedule the most impor-tant jobs �rst. When creating the schedule, the resource contention isrelatively low for the �rst few jobs and grows as more jobs are sched-uled. By scheduling the important jobs �rst, better schedules shouldbe created. Of course, it may not be easy to have suitable criteria forranking jobs.� Implement the preference concept as described in [FOX87]. For exam-ple, assume we had two machines that performed the same task. Wemay prefer to schedule jobs on one machine over the other because itmay be newer and less likely to break down.� Schedule tasks on the least contented resources. For example, if twomachines perform the same task and a new task has to be scheduledusing those machines, we may choose the machine with the fewest jobsscheduled on it. By doing this, we reduce the possibility of fragmenta-tion and bottleneck anomalies.� Use built in predicates to minimize or maximize certain domain vari-ables. For example, if we want to minimize the owtime of certain jobs,we can explicitly program this into the scheduler.A �nal thing to note about the Evans scheduler is his use of graphicsand user interfaces. When a schedule is built, a gantt chart is displayed onthe screen. The user can drag and drop scheduled tasks to their liking andthe scheduler will redesign the schedule around the changes. The user canalso introduce machine outages and expected repair times at which pointthe scheduler will reschedule. As explained above, it does use an intelligentrepair method. 8



5 van Hentenryck on Disjunctive ConstraintSchedulingIn [VAN89], van Hentenryck describes the creation of a scheduler whichschedules the creation of a bridge. There are resources to be consideredsuch as an excavator, concrete mixer and crane. As well, there is a de�niteorder in which the bridge must be assembled.van Hentenryck describes what he calls a critical task as being a taskthat if delayed, by whatever extent, will extend the minimal duration of theschedule by the same amount. We can �nd critical tasks by �rst calculating tiand Ti where ti is the earliest possible start time for task i and Ti is the latesttime that task i can start if the schedule is to achieve a speci�ed minimumduration. Ti and ti are calculated as follows:ti = max(tj + dj) For all j that precede task i.Ti = min(Tj � di) For all j that task i must precede.The di�erence between Ti and ti is known as the slack time. Clearly ifTi � ti = 0 then there is no slack time, and hence i is a critical task.Another interesting point that van Hentenryck makes is that we can ini-tially set the domain range for each time variable used in the scheduler as0 : : : lg where lg is the summation of all task durations. The reason for this isthat the longest schedule that could be created would involve the sequentialexecution of each task.van Hentenryck also clari�es one of the advantages gained when using aconstraint logic programming language to solve the scheduling problem:What is interesting to stress is that no explicit programming isnecessary. The user simply states the constraints and a generatorof values for the variables.6 ODO: A Case Study SchedulerODO is a constraint based architecture for representing and reasoning aboutscheduling problems [DAV93]. ODO was written using C++ at the Univer-sity of Toronto by Eugene Davis and Mark Fox.The ODO system uses a simple command language that allows the user todescribe the problem, which textures to measure and which search strategy9



to use (the texture concept is explained in Section 6.2). The output from theODO system is in the form of the Gantt chart.6.1 ODO: Constraint RepresentationODO's constraint model consists of a collection of objects, variables andconstraints. The objects contain various variables and constraints and oc-casionally are used to store measured texture information. Figure 2 is agraphical representation of an ODO constraint network.
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Fox states:. . . for search to be well focused, that is to decide where in theproblem topology an operator must be applied, there must befeatures of the topology that di�erentiate one subgraph from an-other, and these features must be related to the goals of the prob-lem. We have identi�ed and are experimenting with such featuresthat we call problem textures.Here is the motive behind some textures given by Fox in his initial paperon them:� To make the next modi�cation on the state (which is an instance ofa constraint graph) with the most variables involved in a constraint.Since the goal state is a state where all constraints are satis�ed, themore constraints a state has satis�ed, the closer to the goal it shouldbe.� To satisfy the most important constraint. Using this texture shouldcreate more optimal schedules. This texture can be used to give thescheduling of resource bottlenecks priority.Here is the motive behind some textures used by ODO:� To make the next schedule modi�cation so as to reduce the probabil-ity of backtracking being invoked, and if backtracking appears to beinevitable, then \get it over with" as soon as possible so as to reducethrashing.� To choose the next modi�cation that will reduce the number of violatedconstraints by the greatest amounts.Textures can be di�cult or expensive to calculate so usually they areestimated.By allowing the user to decide which textures to use we are really allowingthem to easily change the heuristic behavior.11



6.3 SearchODO allows the user to select from systematic or nonsystematic search. Sys-tematic search is exhaustive, eventually all states will be visited. Nonsystem-atic search is not necessarily exhaustive (for example hill climbing search),and may cycle. However, nonsystematic search requires less maintenanceand memory. For example, in the beam search, only the n best states areexplored at each search level where \best" is de�ned by an evaluation func-tion. With only n nodes per search level the memory usage and search timeare linear in complexity. So while nonsystematic search may be faster andrequire less memory, it is not guaranteed to �nd a solution.Figure 3 shows the problem solving ow chart used in ODO.
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YesFigure 3: Search ow chart6.4 Built-in LanguageODO uses a simple command based language to interface with ODO. Theuser can decide which textures to use, which search strategy to use and easilyde�ne the initial state, goal state and other such parameters.There are two main sections of input ODO must receive before generatinga plan.6.4.1 Problem DeclarationDeclaring Resources The resources of the domain world must be de�ned.First, resource classes are de�ned, and then instances of those classes12



are de�ned. If a shop had two saws, for example, the class saw wouldbe de�ned, and then instances saw1 and saw2.Declaring Tasks The tasks to be accomplished must be described. This isdone by declaring the overall tasks to be accomplished and then addingsuccessively adding detail. For example, the fact Job1 must be done isdeclared, and then the fact that Activity1 and Activity2 must be doneto accomplish Job1 must be introduced.Declaring Temporal Constraints All temporal related details are des-cribed next. This includes duration of tasks, order of tasks and startand end time restrictions.Declaring Resource Constraints Which tasks use which resources mustbe de�ned. For example, if Activity1 uses a saw, then this fact must bede�ned.6.4.2 Policy DeclarationVariable and Value Selection Next the user must de�ne the strategy fordeciding which constraint to satisfy, and how to constrain it. This isaccomplished by de�ning which strategy to use at each of four phases:� The strategy for selecting a set of variables for consideration.Unassigned variables, random variables and all variables are someexamples.� Once a set of variables has been generated a set of possible valuesis generated for each variable. All possible values and randomvalues (from a list of valid values) are examples.� Now that a set of possible variable/value pairs exists, we mustdecide how to rate them. This is done by de�ning the scoringfunction. Cost lookahead is one example.� Now that the variable/value pairs are ranked, we must decidewhich to use. Minimum score, maximum score, random and arbi-trary are examples. Note that when randomly or arbitrarily picka pair we can de�ne the scoring function as none since the resultsare not used. 13



Constraint Propagation Propagation means to update related variablesin a constraint network. For example, if we select a value for variableX we must update the new possible values for all variables constrainedto X, and so on. We have the ability to decide which propagation tech-niques are to take place. For example, we can propagate all connectedtemporal constraints, the entire network, or nothing.Accept Criteria Now that we have generated a new state, we must decideif we are going to accept it. There are only two functions presentlyimplemented. Either you accept the state always, or only if it has notemptied any variables set of possible values.Cost Function The cost function is an evaluation of a state. There are twocost functions in ODO. Either the number of unassigned variables isreturned or the number of violated constraints.Search Termination Criteria This expression is used to decide if the searchshould be terminated. For example, if we have de�ned the cost func-tion to return the number of unassigned variables, we may want thetermination criteria to be (cost = 0)jjexhaustedsearch.6.5 Summary of personal experiencesODO is a good example of how far research has taken the scheduling problemin the past 20 years. The ability to easily select search strategies, terminationcriteria and other such things makes ODO very exible and usable in manysituations. C++ programmers have the ability to update existing functions,or add their own, making ODO even more exible.The output of ODO could be better. For example, the Gantt chart couldbe color coded to distinguish between activities. ODO was written withthe intention of using it with some form of interface module. Without thismodule (it has not been created yet), ODO seems a bit cumbersome, mostnotably when trying to extract output. When a schedule is found, ODO doesnot automatically display the schedule, and since the Gantt chart is not colorcoded, we must print each task one at a time to see when it starts and ends.In [SCH95] Schae�er notes that ODO must be given a maximum time foreach problem. If the maximum time is to short ODO will run inde�nitelyand if the maximum time is too big then ODO will generate poor schedules.14



In other words, when entering the problem you must already have a goodidea on how long the schedule should be.Part IIProblemThe need for better schedulers is obvious. CLP is a promising programmingdomain for e�ective schedule creation.In this project we:� Research issues involved in building a constraint based scheduler.� Implement a constraint based scheduler and apply it to a manufactur-ing process problem. clp(FD) (Constraint Logic Programming, FiniteDomain) is the implementation language.Here are some research areas for future consideration:� Investigate some popular constraint logic programming packages, andnote any advantages and disadvantages to each.� Discover ways to use clp(FD) to simulate the relaxation of constraintswhen necessary.� Discover areas where distributed computation could be advantageousin the schedule making process.Part IIIData TestedOur chosen main domain is the job shop scheduling problem. The exampleproblems help demonstrate scheduling issues we have discovered including:� Multiple machines of the same class,� High contention for machine resources,15



� Speci�c goals such as lateness minimization, ow time minimization orcost minimization.Below we describe the job-shop scheduling problem we used when testingour scheduler.There is a machine shop with the following resources:- 2 saws (saw1 and saw2),- 2 drills (drill1 and drill2),- 1 lathe (lathe1).We must produce the following 5 widgets whose tasklist and durations are given below:- widget1: saw 5, drill 5, lathe 5,- widget2: saw 5, drill 5, lathe 5,- widget3: drill 5, saw 5, lathe 2,- widget4: drill 5, saw 7, lathe 3,- widget5: lathe 4, drill 5, saw 5.Durations are in discrete time units. Note that widget1and widget2 require the same operations, and hence weare assuming they are in the same class. In other words,we are manufacturing two "widgetX's" called widget1 andwidget2.We will run this data in our scheduler with three differentsets of due dates:data1: widget1 due: 15 data2: widget1 due: 50widget2 due: 20 widget2 due: 50widget3 due: 22 widget3 due: 50widget4 due: 25 widget4 due: 50widget5 due: 20 widget5 due: 50data3: widget1 due: 24widget2 due: 22widget3 due: 2216



widget4 due: 30widget5 due: 30As well as the job-shop examples given above, we also tested our scheduleron two other scheduling examples.One of the examples is van Hentenryck's bridge example given in [VAN89].However, we do not implement his notion that some tasks must started withina certain time of some other tasks �nish time. For example, Ai must bestarted within n time units of the completion of Aj. While this would nothave been too di�cult to implement, we simply did not have enough time.The other example is known as the newspaper problem, and was discov-ered on the internet at an unknown site by a colleague, Wanlin Pang. Theproblem is described below.Algy wakes up at 8:30am. Bertie and Charlie wake up at 8:45am.Digby wakes up at 9:30am. All four people must read each offour newspapers in the given order and duration listed below.To save money, these four roomates only buy one copy of eachpaper. (Durations are in minutes).Algy Bertie Charlie Digby1st F. Times-60 Guardian-75 Express -5 Sun -902nd Guardian-15 Express -3 Guardian-15 F. Times-13rd Express -2 F. Times-25 F. Times-10 Guardian-14th Sun -5 Sun -10 Sun -30 Express -1Given that these four students, to save gas, drive to schooltogether in Algy's car, create a schedule for reading thenewspapers that will get them to school nice and early.Part IVApproachScheduling can be viewed as either a satis�ability problem or an optimizationproblem. Scheduling as a satis�ability problem seeks to satisfy all, or as manyas possible, constraints in a problem. Scheduling as an optimization problem,17



however, seeks to �nd the best solution to a problem. In the testing for thisproject, we treated scheduling as a satis�ability problem. Future work willview scheduling as an optimization problem.The approach to the problem was to �rst read about, examine and tryto understand other constraint based schedulers. We then implemented a\brute force" scheduler. By brute force we mean a scheduler which only usesonly two \common sense" heuristics:� Schedule the start time of a task greater than or equal to the end timeof its prerequisite tasks.� Obey resource capacities (in our example, only one activity per resourceat any given time interval).After that we implemented the critical task measure and the least constrainedresource measure described in Part I.We also implemented our own simple heuristic described as follows. Giventwo activities Ai and Aj which both use machineMp, and given the sequenc-ing, duration and due date constraints on Ai and Aj; when deciding whetherto schedule Ai before Aj, or Aj before Ai, try to schedule the activity whichhas the earliest potential end time �rst. In the \brute force" implementationthis decision is arbitrary.Once we had the brute force, critical task, least contended resource anddisjunctive order heuristics working, we combined the least contended re-source heuristic with the critical task heuristic. Also, we combined the leastcontended resource heuristic with the disjunctive order heuristic. This gaveus six di�erent scheduling heuristics and heuristic combinations to test withour data.Part VResultsThe results for each of the six data �les using the six scheduling heuristics isgiven below. The table headings can be interpreted as follows.18



� t The time, in milliseconds, the scheduler takes to �nd the �rst acceptablesolution. This time is the mean of three executions on a DECStationrunning ULTRIX 4.3.� schedule time The total running time of the schedule found, in discretetime units.Mean ow time The mean ow time of the jobs in the data.Mean early time The mean time a job is completed before it's due date.bforce Brute force scheduling approach.ct Critical task heuristic added to brute force scheduler.do Disjunctive ordering heuristic added to brute force scheduler.lcr Least contended resource heuristic added to brute force scheduler.ctlcr Both the critical task and least contended resource heuristics added tothe brute force scheduler.dolcr Both the disjunctive ordering and least contended resource heuristicsadded to the brute force scheduler.Table 1: Results from data1heuristicbforce ct do lcr ctlcr dolcr�t 655 855 720 205 270 220� schedule time 25 25 25 25 25 25Mean ow time 17.4 17.4 17.4 18.4 18.4 19.4Mean early time 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
19



Table 2: Results from data2heuristicbforce ct do lcr ctlcr dolcr�t 175 207 192 200 235 210� schedule time 49 48 33 39 48 25Mean ow time 14.2 14.6 23.0 15.2 18.4 19.4Mean early time 20.8 17.0 25.0 25.8 16.6 30.6Table 3: Results from data3heuristicbforce ct do lcr ctlcr dolcr�t 435 570 510 215 255 240� schedule time 27 27 30 25 25 25Mean ow time 19.8 18.8 16.8 17.4 17.0 18.2Mean early time 3.8 3.8 4.8 4.2 4.2 7.47 Interpretation of results7.1 Job shop dataTables 1{3 represent the job shop data described in Part III. The optimalschedule has a � schedule time of 25 time units.In Table 1, since our due date constraints are set very close to the optimalsolution, all of the schedulers �nd variations of the optimal schedule. It isinteresting to note that the schedulers which use a least contended resourceheuristic are able to �nd the solution between three and four times faster thanthose who do not. The reason for this is that in order for the due dates to bemet we need a lot of parallel usage of the two saws and the two drills. Thebrute force, critical task and disjunctive order schedulers do not employ anyspecial machine selection heuristics and therefore start o� trying to scheduleall the tasks on one of each machine. Only after much backtracking will themachine selection be widespread enough for a solution to be found.Table 2 shows the results from an example where the due dates are re-laxed. They are relaxed to the point that we can �nd a schedule using justone of each machine. As the table shows, since the brute force, critical task20



Table 4: Results from bridgeheuristicbforce ct do�t 970 1115 1000� schedule time 108 145 150Table 5: Results from paperheuristicbforce ct do�t 180 1210 190� schedule time 195 196 180Mean ow time 119.5 157.5 105.8and disjunctive order schedulers do not have to do a lot of backtracking to�nd a schedule, they �nd a solution in roughly the same time as the leastcontended resource schedulers. However, the quality of the solutions is poor.Our schedulers will output the �rst schedule they �nd which meet all theconstraints in the problem. If the constraints are slack, then the schedulewill be slack. Notice, though, that when we combine some intelligent order-ing with some intelligent machine selection (dolcr in Table 2), even thoughthe due dates are slack, the solution found is quite good (optimal in thiscase).Table 3 contains results from an example with due dates more restrictedthat the data used in Table 2 but more relaxed that the data used in Table 1.Notice the discrepancy in �t between the least contended resource schedulersand the other schedulers. It falls midway between the discrepancy shownin Table 1 and Table 2, which is what we would expect given the relativetightness of the due dates.In Table 2 and 3, notice how the critical task schedulers show a notabledecrease in mean early time. This is opposite of what we would want ascheduler to do. However, the tables do not show that tasks which are morecritical (as described in Section 5) are indeed scheduled earlier than withnon critical task schedulers. The problem is that they are scheduled earlierat the expense of all other related jobs. We suspect that with larger andmore complex examples, this would not be the case, and that the critical21



task heuristic would produce schedules with greater mean early times.There do not appear to be any noticeable trends in the mean ow timestatistic. We suspect that with larger and more complex example, we maybegin to notice some more interesting features about the various schedulingheuristics.7.2 Bridge dataSince there are no sub-activities for \jobs" in the bridge example, mean owtime is not a valid statistic to track. Also, since there is no hard and fastdue date for this problem, mean early time is not valid either. Finally, sincethere is only one of each resource the least contended resource heuristic isuseless. The critical task measure assumes a constant, large due date whendoing calculations.Table 4 contains the results from the bridge example. van Hentenryckclaims that a schedule time of 104 time units is the optimal solution. Usinga brute force approach provides us with a schedule very close to optimal.However, when we use ordering heuristics we create less favorable schedules.This can be explained in the fact that the brute force scheduler works frombottom to top, scheduling the earliest activities �rst and then scheduling ontop of them. The ordering heuristics make the scheduler schedule in a non-linear order; scheduling some early tasks, then some late tasks, then somemiddle tasks and so on. The way the data is provided in this example, astraight forward linear scheduler appears to be the best approach.7.3 Paper dataSince there are no real due dates in this problem there is no need to note themean early time. Also, since there is only one of each newspaper, the leastcontended resource heuristic is useless. The critical task measure assumes aconstant, large due date when doing calculations.The optimal solution provided with the problem description is three hours(180 time units). Table 5 shows that our schedulers were able to come upwith good schedules and the disjunctive ordering heuristic was able to pointto an optimal solution.It is unknown why �t is so much larger with the critical task heuristicthan with the other two schedulers. We suspect some sort of error in the22



data (not the scheduler), further investigation is required.Part VIConclusions� Good heuristics are key to providing good schedules, fast.� Disjunctive ordering and least contended resource heuristics are simpleyet powerful heuristics to employ.� The least contended resource heuristic �nds good solutions faster. Themore restricting the due dates, the more e�ective this heuristic be-comes.� The disjunctive ordering heuristic proved to be a clever way to improveschedules. However, in examples where straight forward linear solutionsare best, the heuristic causes a slight degradation in schedule quality.� The critical task heuristic does not appear to work well with our data,however there is hope that it will work well with larger examples. Atthis level, the cost to bene�t ratio is not acceptable. In fact, it quiteoften makes schedules worse than a simple brute force schedule.� Our brute force scheduler provided as a good base for rapid prototypingthe various heuristics we tried.� Our job shop example data was suitable to show trends in results,and worked well with rapid prototyping, however, it was still not largeenough to demonstrate the usefulness of the critical task heuristic. Wesuspect that an example with roughly 50 jobs and 7 machines is needed.� We were quickly able to de�ne examples other than the job shop prob-lem, and were able to �nd good solutions quickly.23
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